phony high-class atmosphere rowed, Restaurants striving for a prospects are considerably nar-

come. For a woman who bears no resemblance to Cybill Shepard or tables is one job that provides an hard it is to get a job these days, 

practices. Everyone knows how criminatory hiring and firing restaurants to continue their dis-

permission to college-area 

last sentence of Koretz's remark about the physical ap-

feature with characteristic un-

to tradition by starting off a new 

your beef' Then go to Newbury's and that a Director not be appointed N_ Sivir

Our evaluation of the Writing students for competent help with 

change does not come about by ought to be ignored. 

article in institutional Humanities and Social Science 

vigorating. and we know that it as mutually exclusive. I would be 

strongest responses. The commit- dual department or school. I an 

the hard questions in the hope of in the program rather than a:

as an administrator is that he asks ducted only in terms of work with 

One of Don Blackmer's strengths staff evaluations should be con 

of Dean Blackmer as "an outspoken foe of the Program." If planned, however, without delay'

plump. or dark need not apply. 

restaurant strike by waitresses. 

reason for at least one local 

if they do not allow customers to 

the "resti.e" Pact nations would 

choose to defend their borders 

most reports assume). they might 

reliable since they have no prior 

equilibrium. and some of the Pact 

was referring to, but as a student of defense policy, the NATO 

situation, and Soviet defense policy I felt I can correct some of 

my misperceptions and false as-

sumptions. 

But while it is true in terms of manpower the Warsaw Pact and 

in general that some of the Pact nations are unstable, at this point the analysis breaks down. For economic reasons Britain is 

reducing its contributions to NATO, in Denmark there is a 

strong move towards disarmament, and the French are not too 

reliable since they have no prior 

commitment to the defense of W. 

Germans and given a surprise at-

tack with decisive early results (as most reports assume), they might 

choose to defend their borders 

their nuclear deterrent force 

Mr. Spisak also assumes that the "rescue" Pact nations would 

need to be garrisoned, when in reality most of them are and none 

would cause trouble if Soviet 

troops were pulling back. NATO 

decisively. Mr. Spisak also cor-

rectly points out that NATO logistics 

are greatly superior to those of the Pact, but Soviet doctrine calls 

for a quick breakthrough and 

pursuit into the rear areas so as to 

threw the rear echelons (logistics, reserves, etc.) into disar-

on the side of caution!

Michael C. Lynch. Feb. 21, '77
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